Mid-America Association of Law Libraries Annual Meeting
Speaking Commitment and Copyright Release Form

This speaking commitment and copyright release ("Release") applies to your participation as a contributor ("you,"
"your" or "Contributor") at the 2018 Mid-America Association of Law Libraries (MAALL) Annual Meeting to be held on
October 11 - October 13 in Memphis, TN.

Program(s)/Poster Session(s) in which you are presenting (please add session title):

I. Contributor grants to MAALL and its sublicensees the following rights:

A. A non-exclusive license to (a.) record and reproduce in any format Contributor's presentation
("Presentation") and to edit such at MAALL's discretion; and (b.) reproduce or distribute such recordings for
distribution, sale, archival or other purposes; and

B. The right (a.) to reproduce and distribute in any format or media any handout materials or other materials
which you make available as a supplement to your Presentation ("Materials"); and (b.) to include the
Materials individually or as part of a collective work distributed before, during or after the Meeting, including,
but not limited to, on the MAALL Web site. MAALL recommends that you attach a notice of your copyright
ownership on the cover page of your Materials.

II. Contributor must secure any necessary permission for copyrighted work not created by nor the property of
Contributor that is incorporated into your Presentation or distributed/used in your Materials as a handout or
supplement to your Presentation. Contributor must provide MAALL with information as to credit for all materials which
were previously published or are subject to copyright ownership.

III. Subject to rights granted to MAALL in this Release, Contributor retains all other rights to the Presentation and
Materials. Should you publish or give permission to others to publish this Presentation at a later date, however, you
and others must indicate that the work was produced as part of the 2018 MAALL Annual Meeting.

IV. You represent that (i) the content of the Presentation and Materials is accurate to the best of your knowledge; and
(ii) the Presentation and Materials are your own original work, have not been published elsewhere, and will not
infringe on any personal or property rights of any other person or organization, or, if previously published, you have
secured any necessary permission so that MAALL may now publish your work.

V. You hereby indemnify MAALL and its representatives with respect to any claims, action or demands, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, that may arise in any manner out of a breach of the above representations.

I grant MAALL and its sublicensees the above license and rights. I further understand that my Presentation may
be recorded, streamed live, and used later as webinar, along with any handout or other supplementary materials I
may provide as part of the 2018 MAALL Annual Meeting.

MAALL and the Contributor agree to the terms set forth in this Speaking Commitment and Copyright
Release.

Speaker's name printed:  Therese Clarke Arado,
MAALL President

Speaker's Signature and Date
[Signature and Date June 18, 2018]